Outstanding walking and trekking holidays

Spring/Summer 2018

Trail-blazing in Japan
In early autumn Walks Worldwide manager
Jon Barber took to the historic trails of
Japan and fulfilled his three travel musthaves of walking, culture and nature.

Earlier this year, I had the privilege to explore Japan. And
what a privilege this was.
For those in the know, Japan is a trail walker’s heaven. Ancient
trails, sweeping forests, spectacular mountain ranges and
timeless scenery – all perfect, if like me, you prefer exploring life
in the slow lane. Nature and trail walking is part of Japanese way
of life. Escape the sprawling cities; enlighten yourself in Japan’s
pristine natural environments, before immersing in culture,
exploring centuries-old temples, and experiencing exemplary
hospitality. For me, taking to the trails to explore doesn’t get any
better.
My time was spent following the trails of Japan’s central island,
Honshu. We merrily hiked on well maintained alpine trails in the
Togakushi region, before covering sections of the renowned
Kamikochi and Nasakendo pilgrimage routes. We ventured into
the lesser-visited and alpine-scenic Kiso Valley, home to historic
trading towns, dating back to the Endo Period (the Nasakendo
Trail passes through Kiso).
Trail walking in Japan is soul awakening; inhaling alpine air,
gazing at picture-perfect mountain ranges, discovering ancient
forests that illuminate in the autumn, and beholding sacred
temples, set away from modernity. It is a step back into Japan’s
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past, before the high tech and neon lights took over. The only
slight concern was the number of warning signs for roaming
bears, which our guide seemed to enjoy telling us about. Once
we realised the possibility of coming across a wild bear was slim,
we became more excited about the chance of seeing one, than
encountering one!
After a day on the trail some authentic hospitality follows,
Japanese style. Along the different routes walked, we stayed in
traditional ‘ryokans’: a delightful experience, with impeccable
service, exquisitely presented food, and humbling politefullness.
Even the traditional ‘onsen’ bathing experience which takes a
little getting used to, turned out to be a very welcome part of
the day. And why not relax with others after a day on the trail,
sharing tales together whilst immersed in soothing warm waters?
After all, this is a quintessentially Japanese experience to try.
And then, dressed in your kimono, and sat on the floor, dine on
deliciously prepared food, whilst sampling different strengths of
sake and follow with a blissful night’s sleep.
There are a host of superlatives I could use to describe my
time walking in Japan. All I know is that I will be going back to
continue exploring the trails of this fascinating country, but I
won’t be taking the fast lane, exploring by foot, is perfectly fine!

Take to the trail & walk your adventure

NEW Ancient Trails of Japan
This itinerary discovers the ancient trading routes
which connect Japan’s main islands. Be amazed by
snow-capped mountains, picturesque villages and
pristine scenery. You will be guided through Japan’s
trails, away from the crowds and stay in ryokans.
Group departs: 19 May & 13 Oct 2018,
18 May & 5 Oct 2019
13 days from £3,999

B

Welcome
Welcome to our brand new seasonal brochure in which
we proudly outline a selection of our favourite and exciting
new walking and trekking destinations for independent and
group travellers.
We are excited to launch new trips not only to Japan but
to Kyrgyzstan and Georgia together with exciting new
itineraries in Bulgaria and Croatia. Albania is another Eastern
European hotspot with outstanding trekking opportunities.
Award-winning writer, editor and photographer Paul
Bloomfield travelled with us to Slovakia to find out what it is
like to ‘Walk with bears’ in the Silent Valley of this untamed
destination.
Corfu captured the imagination of Walks Worldwide’s Estelle
and we discover a few trip secrets from Walks consultant
Samantha Manning.
Keep in touch with events and trips by visiting our website
and sign up to receive our regular e-newsletter.
We look forward to helping you walk your next adventure.
Walks Worldwide Team

Walks Worldwide Team
Dedicated to Mike Wynne, founder Walks Worldwide
For the many of you who have travelled
with us over the last 20 years the name
Mike Wynne, who founded Walks
Worldwide, will be familiar to you. After
a long battle with cancer, Mike sadly
passed away earlier this year. Missed by family, friends and the
walking travel industry, this brochure is dedicated to Mike; his
endless enthusiasm, encyclopaedic knowledge of the world’s
best walking trails and his most generous and kind spirit.

Walk Grades Explained
Throughout this brochure you will see that each
trip has been graded between A to D to reflect the
difficulty of the walking trip.

A

Easy

For those who enjoy leisurely walking and have
a reasonable level of fitness. Walking usually
involves short daily distances, often at low level.

B

Moderate

For walkers with a reasonable level of fitness.
Trips are likely to have increased daily walking
on sometimes rugged mountain trails and forest
tracks with moderate ascent and descent involved.

C

Demanding

For regular hill walkers who enjoy a challenge.
These trips involve crossing sections of difficult
terrain and sustained periods of both ascent and
descent, some at high altitude.

D

Strenuous

Previous experience of walking at this grade is
essential. Be prepared for difficult terrain, high
mountain passes, glaciated or snow-covered
ground and extreme altitudes.

enquiries@walksworldwide.com

01962 302 085

www.walksworldwide.com
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Walking planner
We offer plenty of options for year-round walking. Have a look at the handy planner
below to work out where to go and when for your 2018 walking adventures.
Price From

Spring

Holiday Name

Trip Type

Walking Grade

Based on land only

Albania

In the Footsteps of Byron

Group guided

B/C - Moderate/Demanding

8 days

£1,149

Austria

Dachstein Alpine Trek

Self guided

C - Demanding

12 days

£999

Based on land only

Corfu

NEW The Corfu Trail 8 days

Self guided

B/C - Moderate/Demanding

8 days

£550

Corfu

The Corfu Trail 10 days

Self guided

B/C - Moderate/Demanding

10 days

£692

Corfu

The Corfu Trail Group

Group guided

B/C - Moderate/Demanding

8 days

£969

Corfu

The Corfu Trail 15 days

Self guided

B/C - Moderate/Demanding

15 days

£989

Italy

NEW Along the Salento Coast

Self guided

A - Easy

8 days

£799

Italy

Vesuvius, Capri and the Amalfi Coast

Self guided

B - Moderate

8 days

£699

Japan

NEW Ancient Trails of Japan

Group guided

B - Moderate

13 days

£3,999

Morocco

Raiders of the Lost Kasbah

Group guided

B/C - Moderate/Demanding

8 days

£549

Slovakia

Walking with Bears

Group guided

C - Demanding

8 days

£1,099

Slovenia

Lakes and Mountains

Self guided

B/C - Moderate/Demanding

8 days

£859

Spain

Camino de Santiago - The French Way

Self guided

B/C - Moderate/Demanding

7 days

£649

Spain

Camino de Santiago - The French Way In Style

In Style

B/C - Moderate/Demanding

7 days

£979

Spain

Camino de Santiago - The Coastal Way

Self guided

B/C - Moderate/Demanding

8 days

£749

Spain

Almeria Coastal Way

Self guided

B - Moderate

6 days

£569

Summer

Albania

Peaks of the Balkans

Group guided

C - Demanding

14 days

£1,595

Albania

The Accursed Mountains

Group guided

C - Demanding

8 days

£899

Armenia

NEW Beyond the Silk Road

Group guided

B/C - Moderate/Demanding

11 days

£1,350

Bulgaria

NEW Walking the Rhodope Mountains

Group guided

B/C - Moderate/Demanding

8 days

£899

Croatia

NEW Hiking Croatia

Group guided

A/B - Easy/Moderate

8 days

£1,119

Finland

Forest of the Midnight Sun

Group guided

B - Moderate

8 days

£1,050

Georgia

NEW Trekking the Caucasus

Group guided

C - Demanding

10 days

£1,585

Germany

Kingdom of Old Saxony

Self guided

B - Moderate

8 days

£699

Germany

Bavarian Alps

Self guided

B/C - Moderate/Demanding

8 days

£1,099

Germany

NEW The Lechweg Trail

Self guided

B/C - Moderate/Demanding

9 days

£999

Kyrgyzstan

NEW Highlights of Kyrgyzstan

Group guided

B - Moderate

14 days

£1,899

Macedonia

NEW Trails of Macedonia

Group guided

B/C - Moderate/Demanding

8 days

£1,399

Romania

Land of Dracula

Group guided

A/B - Easy/Moderate

8 days

£989

Romania

The Alps of Transylvania

Group guided

C - Demanding

8 days

£850

Autumn

Austria

Alpine Splendour

Self guided

B/C - Moderate/Demanding

8 days

£479

Austria

Lakes and Alps - In Style

In Style

B/C - Moderate/Demanding

8 days

£1,049

Corsica

From Mountains to Coast

Self guided

B/C - Moderate/Demanding

8 days

£1,059

France

In the Footsteps of the Cathars

Self guided

B/C - Moderate/Demanding

8/15 days

£879

France

The Classic GR10

Self guided

C - Demanding

8 days

£949

Italy

NEW Walking the Cinque Terre and Portofino

Self guided

A/B - Easy/Moderate

7 days

£499

Italy

NEW White Cities of the Itria Valley

Self guided

B - Moderate

8 days

£799

Japan

NEW Ancient Trails of Japan

Group guided

B - Moderate

13 days

£3,999

Jordan

NEW Bedouin Trail to Petra

Group guided

C - Demanding

8 days

£1,499

Montenegro

NEW Montenegro on Foot

Self guided

B - Moderate

8 days

£899

Turkey

Best of the Lycian Way

In Style

B - Moderate

8 days

£699

Nepal

Annapurna In Style

Group guided

B - Moderate

10 days

£1,999

Winter

Romania

The Alps of Transylvania

Group guided

C - Demanding

8 days

£850

Slovakia

Walking with Bears

Group guided

C - Demanding

8 days

£1,099

Morocco

Raiders of the Lost Kasbah

Group guided

B/C - Moderate/Demanding

8 days

£549
£2,899

Argentina

NEW Highlights of Patagonia

Group guided

B - Moderate

13 days

Finland

Call of the Wild

Group guided

B - Moderate

8 days

£1,300

India

Spice Trails of Kerala

Group guided

B - Moderate

14 days

£1,599

Myanmar

Burmese Days

Group guided

B/C - Moderate/Demanding

14 days

£2,399

Nepal

Annapurna Sanctuary Lodge Trek

Group guided

B/C - Moderate/Demanding

13 days

£1,199

Vietnam

Hidden Hill Tribes of Vietnam

Group guided

C - Demanding

11 days

£949

Year Round

Morocco

Berber trail

Group guided

C - Demanding

8 days

£699

Morocco

Marrakech and Atlas Short Break

Private guided

B - Moderate

5 days

£349

South Africa

Kruger, Zulus and Drakensberg

Group guided

C - Demanding

15 days

£2,029

Spain

Andalucia - Along the GR7

Self guided

B - Moderate

8 days

£789

Spain

The Catalan Coast

Self guided

B - Moderate

8 days

£750

All holiday prices include accommodation, some meals, transfers and walking notes or expert guides where applicable.
Flight prices on request. Prices are correct at time of going to print. For full details contact our team.
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Duration

Country

Take to the trail & walk your adventure

New trips for 2018
Eastern Europe is currently taking the walking community by storm
as the ‘in’ destination. We have new hikes in Bulgaria, Croatia and
Montenegro together with beautiful Italy and exciting Kyrgyzstan.
Bulgaria - Walking the Rhodope Mountains
Walk the lesser-known Rhodope mountain range through diverse and fascinating landscapes,
with beautiful natural phenomena such as caves, lakes and valleys. Following marked paths
with undulating and sometimes uneven terrain, there are some short more challenging parts
of the route. For example, you will pass by Ussipa peak at 1,830 meters above sea level
on day 4. Enjoy Bulgarian hospitality while visiting local villages throughout the trails.

B
C

Departs: 30 Jun, 1 & 21 Jul
8 days, from £899

Hiking Croatia
Discover Croatia’s many beautiful national parks while walking from mountains to coast.
Taking in some of the most mystical and intriguing landscapes, you will pass stunning
waterfalls, plunging gorges and a huge variety of flora, fauna and wildlife. Enjoy the diversity
of Croatia’s national parks including Velebit, Plitvice, Paklenica and Krka, walking mainly on
well-marked paths for 3-6 hours per day and with an abundance of picture-perfect views.
Departs: 11 May, 14 Sep
8 days, from £1,119

B

Montenegro On Foot
Explore some of Montenegro’s most incredible landscapes, medieval villages and learn
about the country’s intriguing history. Begin with a choice of walks in the peaks of Durmitor
National Park, followed by the rainforests and glacial lakes of Biogradska Gora. Ride the
train on a wonderfully scenic journey to Podgorica and enjoy picnic lunches as you walk on
good, well-marked trails from the mountains to the coast of Montenegro.
Departs: May-Oct
8 days, from £899

B

Italy - Walking the Cinque Terre and Portofino
Walk the cliffs and coves of the Cinque Terre - meaning ‘five lands’ - with panoramic sea
views and journeys by train, bus and boat. A centre-based tour, your home for the week is
the scenic village of Sestri Levante, with ample old world charm and friendly locals. You will
be walking along cobbled paths and through lush olive groves but make sure you take time
to sample the delicious produce in one of the many tavernas along the way.
Departs: Apr-Oct
7 days, from £499

B

Highlights of Kyrgyzstan
Meet the famous golden eagle hunters; walk through valleys, along rivers and through
spectacular national parks. Along with Kyrgyzstan’s spectacular scenery you will experience
nomadic life with a stay in a traditional yurt. Take a boat cruise on Lake Issyk Kul, the second
largest saline lake in the world. You will also spend a day hiking among the forests and alpine
meadows of the Altyn Arashan valley and take a dip in the area’s hot springs.
Departs: 22 Jul, 2 Sep
14 days, from £1,899

enquiries@walksworldwide.com

01962 302 085
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www.walksworldwide.com
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Patagonia

The last frontier
The vast and wild open spaces of Patagonia are surely a dream
destination for most discerning walkers. This exciting new holiday
takes in the very best of Southern Patagonia, including Torres del
Paine and the isolated Tierra del Fuego.

Standing on the edge of the world, Patagonia is a region of
pristine wilderness, perhaps the greatest natural landscape
found on planet Earth. A last frontier, Patagonia is home
to towering peaks, immense glaciers and epic scenery.
The region’s mountains, glaciers, dense forests and rich
wildlife are best explored on foot, in direct contact with
the surrounding wilderness. Nature’s evidence cloaks
Patagonia; keep a particular look out for the plentiful wildlife
species, hardened to the challenging conditions brought by
winter.
Firmly on the Patagonia walking map, Torres del Paine National
Park is home to some of the most spectacular naturally
carved scenery found in South America. Prepare to walk in
the shadows of towering granite needles which dominate the
landscape, strengthening the sense of adventure. The area is
very well supported for trekking groups and also suitable for
regular walking enthusiasts. Trails are firm, yet undulating, so
be prepared for a mix of terrains. After all, this is a wonderful
open-air theatre, where immense natural beauty and rich wildlife
combine to create an unforgettable experience.
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Patagonia is a huge area, spanning across both Argentina and
Chile, supporting the tail end of the mighty Andean mountain
range. With vast distances to cover, visitors should expect some
long journeys to access the prime walking regions. Nevertheless,
your spectacular journey is punctuated with many fascinating
sights and affords excellent opportunities for walking.
To enjoy Patagonia at the best time, look to travel between
November to March, during the southern hemisphere’s summer
months. We offer specialist departure dates, hand-picked for the
best walking conditions and fully supported by an experienced
walking guide.

NEW Highlights of Patagonia
The distinctive Torres del Paine and ice-blue beauty of Los Glaciares
National Parks draw hikers from far and wide. Trek through
Argentina and Chile enjoying superb mountain and glacier scenery
A
before some wildlife watching by canoe in Tierra del Fuego.
Departs: Nov 2018 - Mar 2019, 14 days, from £2,899

Take to the trail & walk your adventure

B

Corfu

Walking with the Durrells
Walks Worldwide’s Estelle and a good friend recently
walked the Corfu Trail. They followed a 7 day taster
itinerary made up from sections of our 10 & 15 day
Corfu Trail self-guided itineraries.

follow a well-worn track as it zig-zags its way along the coast.

We start the trail at the southernmost tip of Corfu and
ramble down rural tracks to encounter a tranquil lake
harbouring terrapins, brightly coloured frogs, majestic
shrikes and a blur of swallows plucking flies from the air
above.
Pressing on, we’re engulfed by picturesque olive groves
intermittently replaced by orange trees. The aroma from the
orange blossom sweetens our breath as we descend to the
historic city of Lefkimmi. Refuelled, we spend the next couple of
hours traversing the valley of the Gardeno River ending with a
rocky descent down to the golden beach of Santa Barbara.
Next day, the two kilometre sands of Agios Georgios beach
invite us to take off our walking boots, periodically cooling our
feet in the gentle waters. Passing through dunes we spy the
beautiful Lake Korission, Corfu’s biggest saltwater lake and
home to brightly coloured flamingos.

Ascending from Spartillas on the final day, the trail heads up
to Corfu’s highest summit: Pantokrator Mountain, some 908
metres above sea level. Should you opt to climb to the summit
you can visit the Monastery of Pantokrator, as well as indulge
in the island’s best panoramic views. Then follow a rough mule
track through the dense forest and a couple more villages
before reaching the welcoming beach of Agios Spiridon and the
adjacent Lake Antiniotissa, which was featured in Gerald Durrell’s
book My Family and Other Animals.
Our final night is spent in Kalami, home to the famous ‘White
House’ which is one of the houses the Durrell family lived
in whilst in Corfu. This picturesque small cove with a white
pebble beach, turquoise water and a handful of tavernas
serving delicious food is the perfect place for some well-earned
relaxation to reminisce about the trail.

From Paramonas, the real work of the trail begins as we climb
to Agi Deka, Corfu’s second highest peak. Efforts are rewarded
with fantastic views south of the distance already covered.
Ascents and descents are broken by picturesque villages offering
delicious refreshment.

The ideal months to walk sections of the 220km trail are May,
June, September and October, when the days are cooler and the
air is clear.

Our next day takes us to Myrtiotissa beach, then onto the small
village of Vatos overlooking the Ropa Valley. Olive grove after olive
grove finally gives way to the breath-taking cliffs and coastline at
Liapades. Revitalised after a good night’s sleep and tasty Greek
breakfast we make an early start. At the top of the climb we are
rewarded with stunning views across the turquoise bays and
beaches surrounding Paleokastritsa. For the rest of the day, we

Walk with a golden glow as you meander along the many cobbled paths
and tread the tracks past the olive trees and citrus groves. Corfu retains
a charm easily uncovered in the sleepy villages and idyllic coves.
Tread in the footsteps of Gerald Durrell, once an island resident.

enquiries@walksworldwide.com

The Corfu Trail

Self-guided departs: May-Jun & Sep-Oct
8 days, from £550, 10 days, from £692 or 15 days from £989

01962 302 085

www.walksworldwide.com
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Connecting with the soul of

Georgia

Georgia has been in the shadows as a holiday destination for many
years. Now developing rapidly, it’s easier to reach and offers a huge
variety of cultural and walking opportunities to explore.

“

Magnificent scenery, beautiful wildflowers,
amazing and inspiring guide, fascinating and
welcoming culture, and truly wonderful wines!
Richard, Trekking in the Caucasus
The implementation of the Sakashvili regime in 2004 restored
order to the country which has a very low level of crime and
corruption adding up to a very safe and welcoming destination.
The chance to hike in the famous Caucasus Mountain Range
makes Georgia a walkers’ paradise. 1,200km long and
stretching between the Black and Caspian Seas, the Caucasus
are often seen as the natural boundary between Europe and
Asia. Georgia ticks all the boxes for those wanting an ‘off the
beaten track’ holiday.
It’s not hard to fall in love with this country’s superb and unspoilt
scenery of wide valleys, towering mountains, old churches and
expansive vineyards. Lose yourself in the magnitude of the
landscape and we guarantee that your expectations will be
exceeded in every way.
Leaving Tbilisi you will follow uphill winding roads, where views of
the snowy mountains will soon come into sight, offering a taste
of what’s to come. Passing imposing watch towers and roaring
rivers you’ll get a true feeling of heading out into the wilderness.
Staying in simple local guest house accommodation and camps
you can embrace the local way of life.
With strong cultural, religious and culinary influences from
Mongols, Ottomans and Persians, among others, Georgia has a
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fascinating history alongside its mesmerising beauty. The history
of these past settlers is cemented in the architecture dotted
throughout the country and oozes from the many delicious foods
such as the bread, stews and soups.
Avoiding the long cold winters, the tourist season starts in midMay when the roads are opened and the snow begins to melt.
To get the best chance of clear and dry weather, the walking
season starts mid-June and finishes mid to late-September. The
temperature remains a fairly comfortable level throughout the
day but layers are a must as the nights can sometimes get a little
chilly up in the mountains.
Offering specialist departure dates, hand-picked for the best
walking conditions and fully supported by an experienced
walking guide, let us take you on a brand new adventure to
connect with the soul of Georgia.

NEW Trekking in the Caucasus
Take the road less travelled into the wild Caucasus Mountains.
Challenging treks are offset by superb landscapes, unrivalled hospitality
and a mix of camping with overnight guest house accommodation.
Visiting elegant Tbilisi completes the adventure.
Group departs: 25 Jul & 5 Sep 2018
10 days, from £1,585

Take to the trail & walk your adventure

C

2018

What’s hot
Let us whet your walking appetite with a superb array of exciting
itineraries stretching from all the diverse terrains of Europe to the warm
wonders of Morocco and the extreme landscapes of South America.
NEW White Cities of the Itria
Valley

NEW Montenegro on Foot

Wander Puglia for Italy’s white sandy
beaches and olive groves.

With a good balance of history,
walking, local hospitality and delicious
food: something for everyone.

Self guided
Departs: Mar-Oct
8 days, from £799

Self guided
Departs: May-Oct
8 days, from £899

B

B

The Accursed Mountains

Alpine Splendour

Alps of Transylvania

NEW Beyond the Silk Road

Explore this remote and
challenging area of Northern
Albania, taking in some
spectacular scenery and
enjoying the warmth of Albanian
highlander hospitality.

Walk over mountain passes,
across meadows and plateaux,
and witness the incredible
panoramic views and traditional
alpine villages that Austria’s
Lake District is known for.

Trek above dramatic canyons
and gorges, meet nomads and
enjoy traditional Armenian food.
Travel the Silk Road and see
Lake Sevan - the Titicaca of
Armenia.

Group guided
Departs: 2 & 23 Jun,
7 & 21 Jul, 8 & 22 Sep
8 days, from £899

Self guided
Departs: Apr-Oct
8 days, from £479

The mighty mountains of the
Fagaras, often referred to
as the ‘Alps of Transylvania’,
provide one of Europe’s most
intoxicating ridge walks, with
stunning views and an ascent of
Moldoveanu (2,544m).

C

NEW Highlights of
Patagonia
Exploring the famous National
Parks of Torres del Paine and
Tierra del Fuego among others,
you will be walking in the
foothills of the Patagonian Andes.
Group guided
Departs: 12 Jan,
9 Feb & 2 Mar
15 days, from £2,899

B

B
C

Group guided
Departs: Apr-Oct
8 days, from £850

C

The Corfu Trail

Berber Trail

Following inland tracks, cobbled
paths and undulating trails,
explore the beautiful island of
Corfu at your own pace. Choose
from four itinerary options to
suit you. Walk in the footsteps of
Gerald Durrell and family.

This amazing walking
holiday provides you with the
opportunity to experience real
Berber life close up by following
ancient Berber trails that link the
mud and stone villages of the
High Atlas.

Self guided
Departs: May-Oct
10 days, from £692

B
C

Group guided
Departs: all year round
8 days, from £699

B
C

Group guided
Departs: 23 Jun,
21 Jul & 1 Sep
8 days, from £1,350

B
C

Hidden Hill Tribes of
Vietnam
A challenging trek through the
hills of Northern Vietnam.
Spend time with welcoming
tribes and learn about
fascinating culture.
Group guided
Departs: 22 Feb,
31 Mar, 17 Nov
14 days, from £949

B
C

All holiday prices include accommodation, some meals, transfers and walking notes or expert guides where applicable.
Flight prices on request. Prices are correct at time of going to print. For full details contact our team.

enquiries@walksworldwide.com

01962 302 085

www.walksworldwide.com
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Choose your trip style
Group guided

Self guided

Guided group tours are a fun way to explore new destinations
with other walking enthusiasts and to benefit from the
knowledge of an experienced and passionate local guide.
With a small group of 4-12 walkers, we can limit the impact
to the places we visit, the group dynamic works well, plus the
trip costs are spread across the group.

Giving you the ability to choose your departure date and set
your own pace, our self-guided itineraries are perfect for those
wanting a little more independence. Arrive at your destination
to a welcome pack and detailed route notes together with
the knowledge that we will transfer your luggage to each
subsequent accommodation in time for your arrival.

NEW Trekking the Caucasus

Austria: Dachstein Alpine Trek

This challenging trek takes you into the provinces of Khevsureti and
Tusheti, the ‘soul’ of Georgia and into a landscape of snow-capped
mountains, alpine meadows, roaring rivers and verdant valleys.

This superb alpine trek takes you into the realms of jagged peaks and
glaciers, and is perfect for those who enjoy challenging higher-level
routes. Opportunities to visit the Mammoth ice caves.

Departs: 26 Jul, 6 Sep
10 days, from £1,585

Departs: May-Oct
12 days, from £999

C

NEW Finland Forests of
the Midnight Sun

NEW Highlights of
Kyrgyzstan

Vesuvius, Capri and the
Amalfi Coast

Explore this remote area on
foot before relaxing in cosy log
cabins, most with atmospheric
saunas to enjoy, before a dip
in the lake! Canoe along small
lakes and rivers whilst looking
out for wolves, bears and
reindeer in the adjoining forests.

Visit the must-see sights of
Kyrgyzstan, beginning with a tour
of Bishkek, before heading out to
the forested valleys of Ala Archa
National Park. Camp like a nomad
in a yurt and meet the famous
mountain golden eagle hunters
on the shores of Lake Son Kul,
Kyrgyzstan’s largest lake.

This tasty and varied ‘Italian Job’
combines climbing Vesuvius
with walks on Capri, as well as
along the stunning Amalfi coast
on the ‘Path of the Gods’ to
Positano. Uncover the wonders
of Pompeii and enjoy all the
culinary treats this region of Italy
is renowned for.

Taking this challenging walk
with incredible views of superb
mountain scenery, you will get a
real sense of the true Pyrenean
environment. Walk through lush
green valleys, rolling vineyards
and pass mountain lakes during
this 8 day trip. Overnight in
hotels and the Espino mountain
refuge.

Departs: 22 Jul & 2 Sep
8 days, from £1,899

Departs: all year round
8 days, from £699

Departs: Jun-Sep
8 days, from £949

Departs: 22 Jul, 29 Jul, 5 Aug,
12 Aug, 19 Aug, 26 Aug
8 days, from £1,050

B

B

All holiday prices include accommodation, some meals, transfers and walking notes or expert guides where applicable.
Flight prices on request. Prices are correct at time of going to print. For full details contact our team.
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Take to the trail & walk your adventure

France: The Classic GR10

C

B

“

Kerala is the green jewel of India that can only be entirely experienced through
hiking in the Western Ghats and among the plantations. The people of Kerala make
this a gem of an area in which to hike, where nature and culture come together.
Barbara, Spice Trails of Kerala

”

In Style

Experiential

If you seek a hotel with a little more sparkle after a long day’s
walk, our ‘In Style’ tours may be for you. Our upgraded
accommodation will offer spectacular walking trails by day
and a place to relax and be pampered by night. Using smaller,
locally run hotels wherever possible, our In Style option gives
access to more of life’s modern amenities.

Whether it is history, architecture, photography, cooking or art
that takes your fancy, indulge in your passions and interests
while you discover a fascinating new destination the best
way possible: by walking. You could be enticed to return to
destinations time and time again to discover something new,
or improve an existing skillset.

Camino de Santiago - The French Way In Style

Slovakia: Walking with bears

The classic pilgrimage walking route of the Camino de Santiago along
the French Way, but culminating with a 5* Parador in Santiago as well
as other character hotels en route.

This is a challenging walking holiday in a spectacular mountain area,
with the opportunity to see bears and learn about the diverse flora and
fauna of the amazing Carpathian mountain range.

Departs: Mar-Nov
7 days, from £979

B

Departs: 19 May, 26 May, 8 Sep
8 days, from £1,099

C

Nepal: Annapurna in Style

NEW Trails of Macedonia

India: Spice Trails of Kerala

Stunning walks, combined with
charming small towns and
villages, impressive mountains,
glittering lakes, wildflower
meadows and welcoming
hospitality, make this the perfect
summer holiday. Stay in Hallstatt
and the former Hapsburg
Emperors’ spa resort of Bad Ischl.

Starting in the legendary capital
of Kathmandu you will be trekking
along village trails with aweinspiring views of the Annapurna
range, including the wondrous
Fishtail Mountain, before
reaching the throne room of the
mountain gods. Staying in luxury
lodges completes this incredible
mountain-spectacular experience.

Across this itinerary, you will
encounter a mixture of moderate
to challenging walks offered in
three national parks, together
with a wealth of history and
culture. The national parks are
rich in flora and fauna, as well
as providing some of the most
stunning scenery in Macedonia.

This varied trip lets you explore
lush forests, tranquil plantation
trails and former British Hill
stations. You will also visit
Periyer Wildlife Sanctuary
in search of elephants and
tigers, and stay on a traditional
houseboat to cruise the
tropical lagoons of the tranquil
backwaters.

Departs: Apr-Oct
8 days, from £1,049

Departs: Oct-May
12 days, from £1,999

Austria Lakes and Alps In
Style

B

enquiries@walksworldwide.com

B

Departs: 26 May, 23 Jun,
15 Sep 6 Oct
8 days, from £1,399

01962 302 085

B
C

Departs: 11 Feb, 31 Mar
14 days, from £1,599

www.walksworldwide.com

B
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Emerging Albania
Albania is no longer in the shadows. In recent years,
intrepid walking groups have rejoiced in the splendour
and isolation found in Albania’s imperious mountain
ranges and spectacular coastline.

Take a moment to consider that Albania was once locked
from the West, shielding the scenic and cultural delights
hidden within. Nowadays, Albania is open and welcoming,
sharing its secrets and burgeoning as Europe’s newest
walking destination.
In the north of Albania, we find the mysteriously named
‘Accursed Mountains’: a spectacular range of unspoilt peaks and
passes, ripe for exploring and, within the peaks are welcoming
villages home to the friendly ‘Highlanders’. This is a perfect
region for the regular hill or mountain walker to enjoy a range
of unspoilt alpine trails, challenging, yes, yet perfectly set away
from modern Europe, and beyond the over-crowded trails found
closer to home.
Rejoice in the isolation, embrace the simplicity and step into the
once unknown. On a more practical note, the walking season in
Albania’s north is short: June to September. It is therefore well

12

worth getting ahead of the pack, in order to unlock the mysteries
of Albania’s northern wilderness.
The south of Albania provides walkers with a Mediterranean
style escapade. Unspoilt coastal paths dramatically overlook the
azure waters where the Adriatic and Ionian seas converge, and
sumptuous olive groves provide shelter from the summer sun.
The inland challenge of undulating trails to reach the summit
of Mount Cika (2,500m) await stronger walkers. This part of
Albania is steeped in history, from the remains of the Greek and
Roman occupation, to the trails Lord Byron once walked on
his ‘grand tour’ of the Mediterranean. Bryon is known to have
explored Albania’s southern coastal paths, and said to have
been captivated by the natural beauty found in this region. He
rejoiced in the many historical remains found in the town of
Girokastra: now a UNESCO World Heritage site. The walking
allure of Albania’s south is evident - follow Byron’s footsteps on a
journey into the past.

Take to the trail & walk your adventure

“

Walking in
Albania

Albania has unexpected
surprises at every
turn, from the stunning
geography and geology
to the farming of
yesteryear.
Claudette, The Accursed
Mountains

Helpful facts

”

WHEN TO GO: May, June &
September – avoid the summer
months when temperatures
regularly reach over 35°c.
WHERE TO WALK: Albania’s
north provides a more challenging
test for walkers and is suitable for
regular hill or mountain walkers,
given the terrain and variable
gradients. Walking in Albania’s
south is less challenging, though
notably warmer than the north,
and the best time for walking is
late spring or early autumn.

In the Footsteps of Byron

Peaks of the Balkans

The Accursed Mountains

Following in the footsteps of
Lord Byron by walking the
rugged coastline and towering
mountains found in the South
of Albania. Enjoy a cocktail of
coastal trails and olive groves
along Albania’s Riviera, before
turning inland to discover the
country’s past and attempting
the summit of Mount Cika,
enjoying stunning mountain and
coastal panoramas.

Take a memorable walking
journey across Albania, Kosovo
and Montenegro. Discover
these remote regions by
crossing mountain passes,
conquering the highest
peaks and passaging through
glacial valleys. Alongside the
uncrowded walking routes,
you will experience the regions
unique hospitality. This is a true
adventure in the Balkans.

Explore this remote and
challenging area of Northern
Albania, taking in spectacular
and unspoilt mountain scenery,
far away from the crowds and
modern life. Walking in pristine
mountain wilderness and staying
with friendly local communities
combine to make a fully
immersive experience in this
splendid alpine environment.

Group guided
Departs: 8 Sep 2018
8 days from £1,149

Group guided. Departs: 8 Jun,
7 Sep 2018
14 days from £1,595
C

B
C

enquiries@walksworldwide.com

Group guided. Departs: 2 &
23 Jun, 7 & 21 Jul, 8 &
22 Sep 2018
8 days from £899

01962 302 085

C

PRACTICALITIES: A good pair of
trail boots is essential. The terrain
and trails vary, and well-worn-in
walking boots are a must. A
lightweight rain jacket is advisable
for the mountains of the north. In
remoter areas, accommodation is
basic, sometimes with shared
facilities. However, hospitality is
warm and welcoming and a great
way to immerse in the local way
of life.
FOOD & DRINK: Don’t expect
too much and you will be
pleasantly surprised by Albania’s
cuisine. Meat and vegetables are
common, and meals are plentiful.
After dinner, the local spirt, raki is
commonly shared but beware of
it’s strength!
TRAVEL: Albania’s capital city
Tirana, is only a three hour flight
away from London. Flights depart
from all over the UK, making it very
accessible to travel to.

www.walksworldwide.com
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Slovakia

Walking with bears
“...the crack of a branch betrayed the presence of a young male
nearby, and we watched agape as he lumbered off through the
woods just thirty paces or so hence” Independent writer and
journalist, Paul Bloomfield, recalls his visit to Slovakia.
And, of course, there were the animal encounters. Red and roe
deer we saw aplenty, watching us wearily from the open emerald
stretches of avalanche chutes, and shaggy, bulky Tatra chamois
- the critically endangered local subspecies, which Roman
attempted to attract by loudly blowing raspberries. Marmots
squeaked their warnings among the rocks high above us, while
wolves, notoriously shy and difficult to spot, left reminders of
their presence in the form of bone-flecked droppings. Along with
trilling birdlife and alpine flowers, we were absorbed in the natural
wonders of the mountains.
The core bear-tracking days on this trip were bookended by
rewarding walking in other parts of the region. We spent our
first couple of days hiking the beautiful gorges and forests of
Slovensky Raj National Park - or, to give its whimsical English
translation, Slovak Paradise. Roklina Sucha Bela (Dry White
Gorge) was the amuse bouche on our first day, a heavily wooded
cleft in the limestone through which a trail winds on wooden
steps, metal ladders and even iron platforms bolted onto the
rocks. A young jay confronted us as we clambered alongside
waterfalls up to the ruins of a medieval monastery.

Roman Trizna has wonderful eyes. Soft, brown, a bit crinkled
at the corners from frequent smiling. More importantly since he’s a ranger in Slovakia’s Tatransky Narodny Park
(Tatras National Park, or TANAP) -they’re eagle-sharp, adept
at spotting a brown bear at 1km away. Which was what he
was mostly doing during my three days roaming empty trails
of the Western Tatras in May.
“Look up high - just below the top crags,” he pointed. Sure
enough, training my binoculars on the lofty alpine meadows I
watched a dark grey-brown shape like a hefty wombat hovering
up the lush grass. “That’s a large male, maybe 200kg” Roman
observed. At that size, I was glad it wasn’t too much closer.

After two nights in a simple, comfortable hotel on the edge
of Slovensky Raj, sampling the delights of local dishes, we
transferred to a cosy cabin in the small farming town of
Liptovska, where a fascinating open-air museum provides
insights into rural life of past centuries.
This is a very different bear-watching experience to “canned”
encounters in places such as Finland, where hides overlook
spots baited to attract the animals. But while such close
encounters can’t be guaranteed here, the sensation is much
more natural and rewarding - particularly if you’re prepared to put
in the effort and explore the upper reaches of the valleys.
For Paul’s full blog and details of this trip please see our website.

Encountering a huge wild carnivore, even at a distance, is a
memorable experience - and one that as repeated more than half a
dozen times during my visit. Centrepiece of the Walking with Bears
itinerary is a couple of days spent in Roman’s company, exploring
valleys in the Western Tatras that are normally off-limits to tourists.
The result, long peaceful hikes studded with mini natural history
lessons as Roman, and our excellent local guide Peter Lapsansky,
offered titbits of bear knowhow - showing us trees scratched by
ursine claws and scent-marked for communication; pointing out
fresh bear droppings and paw prints; explaining how bears newly
awakened from hibernation feast on white butterbur flowers in
spring, then fatting up on blueberries in summer.
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Take to the trail & walk your adventure

Walking with Bears
Tread in bear tracks alongside park
rangers and become immersed in
the daily life of bears. Look out for
footprints in the Silent Valley as you
scan for bears, red deer and golden
eagles. This challenging walk in
outstanding scenery is limited to
eight to minimise disturbance.
Departures: 19, 26 May & 8 Sep
2018
8 day group guided trip,
C
from £1,099

Meet

The Walks expert
In this issue we put our questions to team member, Samantha Manning.
Born in Canada to travel-loving parents, Sam’s fate was set from the
start. She can’t imagine a life without travel and her favourite way to
discover a new destination is to get out into the wilderness and walk.

██What’s the best piece of advice you give to your
clients?

██Which walking destination has most surprised you?

Try to enjoy the booking process. We enjoy what we do, so let us
take the stress out of the planning. Let us know your questions,
concerns, or special requests and we will do our best to make
sure everything is exactly as you want it, but remember that
sometimes the unexpected moments of a trip are the best parts
and leave the warmest memories.

The most surprising destination I’ve been to is India. Everyone
seems to have a pre-conceived idea of what it’s like and though
some of it was true, I was amazed and delighted by so much
more. The people are incredible, friendly and some of the most
welcoming I have ever known. Walking through tea plantations,
spice gardens and around hill stations is something I will
remember forever.

██Where in the world is your favourite walking
location?

██Where would you recommend for a more
challenging walk?

Trekking through the northern hills of Vietnam is incredible.
Enjoying the stunning scenery with its vivid terraces and deep
valleys is a one-of-a-kind experience. Partnered with the
outstanding hospitality and warm welcome of the local hill tribes
it’s a trip you won’t forget.

If you’re looking for something a bit more challenging why not
hike the Carpathian Mountains in Romania or the Caucasus in
Georgia. These incredible landscapes, which are paired with
local accommodation and camping, are designed to give you an
immersive experience into the culture and wilderness.

██Where do you recommend visiting for the best
self-guided experience?

██What’s your ultimate walking experience?

I do have a soft spot for Italy. With a fascinating history, diverse
landscapes, fabulously welcoming people and delicious
gastronomy, Italy is a must for any self-guided walker. Each
region has it’s own defining characteristics, so you’ll never have
the same experience twice.

██What’s the hottest walking destination for 2018?
2018 brings an abundance of new adventures in Eastern Europe
as it becomes more and more popular. Offering a huge variety
of landscapes and cultures waiting to be discovered and being
such a short flight from the UK, it has something for every taste.

enquiries@walksworldwide.com

One of my favourite walking experiences was in Patagonia. A
well known walking destination, the pictures really don’t do it
justice. Walking through the incredible National Parks makes you
feel like a small cog in the giant wheel of life. The magnitude of
the scenery is enough to inspire anyone.

██Although much of your week is spent arranging
holidays what do you do in your spare time?
When I’m not planning trips for my clients or myself, I like to paint
and bake. I love to see the look on people’s faces when I bring
them an extravagant and delicious cake or sweet treat.

01962 302 085

www.walksworldwide.com
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Visit us at the following
exhibitions in 2018
Adventure Travel Show

“

The Bulgaria trek takes you into
wonderful remote mountains in a
fascinating and friendly country.
David

”

Olympia, London – Stand C18
20-21 January

Destinations, London
Olympia, London – Stand AF35
1-4 February
For further details visit
www.walksworldwide.com

Outstanding walking and
trekking holidays around
the world
Small group-guided walks
Independent self-guided holidays
In Style private-guided walks
Walks for all abilities
Expert local guides & leaders
Specialist personal service
Peace of mind - 24 hour on-call service
100% financial protection

01962 302 085
enquiries@walksworldwide.com
www.walksworldwide.com
Long Barn South, Sutton Manor Farm
Bishop’s Sutton, Alresford Hampshire
SO24 0AA United Kingdom

Walks Worldwide is part of The Natural Travel Collection Ltd, an
independent travel company that places a special emphasis on
sustainable tailor-made and small-group holidays.
Opening Hours
We are open from 9am to 6pm Monday to Friday and on Saturday
morning from 9am to 1pm during January, February and March.

Photographs courtesy of: Paul Bloomfield, Jon Barber,
Samantha Manning and Estelle Sommers.
Apologies for any omissions.
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